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Abstract 
Nitinol shape memory alloy and titanium alloys are light alloys used in different areas 
such as aerospace engineering, medical and defence applications that is why proper joining 
methods could promote their utilization. The shortcomings of the traditional welding methods 
could be improved by solid state joining techniques among which diffusion bonding (D.B.) has 
been selected for developing this master thesis. It has been claimed that reactive foils could 
reduce the required pressure and temperature for D.B process. This research deals with the 
fabrication of nano Ni/Ti multilayer through accumulative roll bonding. The fabricated foil 
was used as interlayer for joining TiNi to Ti6Al4V. This type of joint can preserve the shape 
memory or superelastic behaviors of the TiNi substrate in the interface because it will provide 
same chemical composition and microstructure across the joint.  
Processed batches were composed of Ti (99.6%) and Ni (99.89%) foils with 200 µm and 
125 µm thicknesses, respectively. That selection can provide equiatomic TiNi. Accumulative 
roll bonding (ARB) process was performed up to 15 cycles at room temperature by the strain 
rate of 20s-1. D.B was performed in a radiating furnace assembled with a LLOYD LR30K tensile 
machine under 10 MPa and 10-3 Pa for all experiments. Phase evolution and joint quality of 
Ti6Al4V to the nitinol alloy were investigated under 4 conditions. Two D.B. experiments were 
conducted with foils roll bonded for 10 and 15 cycles, at 800 ºC/1h to evaluate the effect of 
deformation level and multilayer thickness on the joined zone. The two other D.Bs were made 
by using 10 cycle processed laminated foil, one at 700 ºC for 1h and the other one at same 
temperature for 3h to evaluate the influences of the temperature reduction and the increase 
of diffusion time on the joints microstructure. Characterization of the laminated foils and 
joints were carried out by using DSC, OM, SEM, EDS, EBSD and microhardness measurements.  
SEM observations of 10 cycles of ARB revealed ultra and nano alternated layers of Ni and 
Ti with small fragmentations. Some delaminated regions were seen. The increase of the 
cycles had improved the uniformity of the layers` reduction. A strong and brittle 
nanocomposite of Ni/Ti was produced after introducing the strain level of 11.55. High strain 
rate has a great influence on developing nano layers in comparison with the common rate of 
εº =0.1s-1, mentioned in the literature. Diffusion of constituents was observed in layers and it 
had increased by the growth of the deformation level. Intermediate phases, existing in the 
equilibrium diagram of the Ni and Ti, were observed in the laminated foil after heating 
processes. Kirkendall voids grow by temperature rise in the absence of pressure. Some 
parameters such as reduction of the thickness of the layers, temperature rise and the 
increase of the interval of the solid state welding were effective in reducing Ti2Ni and TiNi3 
and in promoting the distribution and the formation of TiNi intermetallic phase as well. 
III 
 
Diffusion bonding is more effective at the interface of the multilayer and Ti6Al4V than that of 
the other substrate. Inclusions are observed at the joined region of the foil and nitinol 
substrate. The interlayer has found the chemical composition of a semi-equiatomic nitinol 
alloy. Both bonding time and temperature caused the formation of intermetallic grains with 
micrometric sizes. 
Key words: ARB, multilayer, deformation, nano, diffusion bonding, intermetallic 
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Chapter one: Introduction 
In this chapter the physical and metallurgical aspects of the materials used in this research 
will be explained as well as the techniques used to fabricate the intended product. 
1.1 Solid state bonding 
Applying joining technology is inevitable in man-made production. It encompasses any 
categories such as solid state bonding, soldering/brazing, fusion welding and adhesive 
bonding. This classification is based on the physical states of the parts. Those joining 
techniques are mainly used for metals and some can be utilized for ceramics and plastics. 
Joining aims at assembling two parts permanently through establishing a chemical, 
mechanical or metallurgical bonding between the faying faces. It has various applications, for 
large parts to micro-blocks, in medical, aerospace and defence industries [1].  
It will be possible to join two solid surfaces without using any external material or 
energy if their surfaces are completely clean and atomically flat. It is fulfilled through a 
driving force resulted from the reduction of Gibbs free energy of the system, i.e. such flat 
surfaces have high free energy tending to reduce it e.g. silicon wafer bonding in tightly 
controlled environment [1]. It is very far to apply such method for engineering materials and 
industrial applications [2]. 
Solid state welding, SSW, joins two similar or dissimilar materials without using any 
filler that melts during the process. Pressure could also be used during the process and the 
process temperature reaches below the melting point of the base material. The process 
involves either deformation or diffusion. The latter case might include microscopic 
deformation in order to provide high quality joint. SSW is applicable in the case of metal 
joining when the phase diagram indicates that it is difficult to weld two parts together due to 
the formation of intermetallic or no solid solution. In this case the study of the joint area is 
very important because that region is most likely to failure. This evaluation is carried out by 
SEM and TEM. Solid state welding is also known as nonmelting process which includes friction 
welding, diffusion welding, explosion welding, roll welding and ultrasonic welding. For this 
research diffusion bonding will be used as the joining process of the light alloys and roll 
bonding will also be applied to develop the multilayer foil through accumulative roll bonding. 
Diffusion bonding is mostly used in aerospace industry particularly for Ti, Ni and Co alloys [2]. 
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‐ Facilitating the joining of temperature-sensitive compounds, e.g. glass-metals or the 
sealing of containers of microelectronics [5];  
‐ Elimination of external heat sources; 
‐ Avoiding the oxidation due to the speed of the reaction; 
‐ Applicable under vacuum; 
‐ Providing the least level of thermal stress to the workpiece; 
‐ Joining of dissimilar materials with different thermal coefficient expansion, e.g. 
metals to ceramics [6]. 
Diffusion bonded parts using bond aids might fail due to the densification/debonding of 
the foil after reaction, to the non uniform expansion/contraction of the constituents or to the 
formation of brittle intermetallic compounds [3]. Individual alternated metallic layers are 
assembled to form a foil through different ways. The most used methods are deposition 
techniques, like physical vapor deposition and electron beam evaporation, and mechanical 
working techniques, as ARB, high pressure torsion (HPT) followed by cold rolling, and hot 
pressing followed by cold rolling [8]. In deposition techniques it is possible to have phase 
formation between the polycrystalline metal/metal multilayers. The thicknesses of the layers 
are controlled through the vapor deposition rate [6]. It is said that multilayer production 
through mechanical working is faster and cheaper than depositing techniques because they 
use simpler equipment, cheaper raw material and are capable of mass production [3]. It is 
also said that Ni/Ti laminated foil has some advantages over Ni/Al multilayer system as 
reactive foils; Ni/Ti performs higher thermomechanical properties and melting point which 
improve performance [5]. 
1.5 Pure nickel and nitinol alloy  
Nickel metal is considered as a heavy metal and has been located in the periodic table 
as a transition metal, i.e. there is a strong cohesion between the atoms of nickel provided by 
the outer “d” electrons which justify its small interatomic distance. Nickel has faced 
centered cubic (fcc) structure which is constant from ambient temperature to the melting 
point [9]. Some nickel characteristics are presented in table 1. Nickel is prone to react with 
sulfur and oxygen so it is better to avoid exposing of any lubricant, SO2 and H2S. Annealing 
temperature for the pure nickel and nickel alloys is between 705 ºC and 1205 ºC. Stress 
relieving is done between 425-870 ºC depending on the chemical composition and the amount 
of work hardening [10]. There are three intermetallic compounds in the equilibrium phase 
diagram of Ni and Ti, figure 4; Ti2Ni is formed through a peritectic reaction at 984 ºC plus TiNi 
and TiNi3 that melt at 1310 ºC and 1380 ºC, respectively [12].  
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classification which means that it is a eutectoid-forming element and intermetallic 
compounds could form even at very low volume fraction of Ni in titanium [20]. 
Alpha and beta have also different plastic deformation. α shows anisotropy in 
mechanical properties caused by its crystal lattice i.e. the single crystal of α will have a 
Young module of either 145 or 100GPa if the load is introduced either vertically to the basal 
plane or parallel with that plane, respectively [20].  
Table 3 - Some characteristics of pure titanium [15, 11] 
Properties 
ρ 
(g/cm3) 
Tm 
(ºC) 
Atomic 
number 
Atomic 
weight 
(emu) 
α 
parameters 
(nm) 
at 25ºC 
β 
parameters 
(nm) 
at 900ºC 
YS 
(MPa) %EL 
ASTM 
Grade 
1 
ASTM 
Grade 
5 
ASTM 
Grade 
1 
ASTM 
Grade 
5 
Values 4.51 1668 22 47.87 a=0.2950 C=0.4683 0.329 170 550 24 15 
 
Commercially pure titanium contains the lowest amount of interstitial elements such as 
O, N and Fe. It has low mechanical properties but excellent corrosion resistance [21]. In table 
3 the effect of impurities are seen on the mechanical properties of two grades. Impurities 
also influence the unit cell dimensions [15]. Titanium is a low thermal conductive metal [22]. 
Ti6Al4V is the most commonly titanium alloy used in industry due to a microstructure 
composed of the mixture of α and β. This combination could provide variety of properties 
through thermomechanical processes. Welding the alloy could cause uncalled local thermal 
cycles resulting in improper properties in those regions.Ti6Al4V alloy has a maximum service 
temperature of 300 ºC. Al in the range of 2-7wt% is an alpha stabilizer and V in the range of 2-
20wt% is beta promoter. This alloy has the β transus temperature at 995 ºC [22]. The heat 
treatment and thermomechanical history of the alloy determine the microstructure and 
consequently the mechanical properties of the alloy [22]. 
Table 4 - Nominal chemical composition and the maximum of impurities of the Ti6Al4V alloy plus some mechanical 
properties [22] 
Alloy YS (MPa) 
TS 
(MPa) 
N 
(Wt%) 
C 
(Wt%) 
H 
(Wt%) 
Fe 
(Wt%) 
O 
(Wt%) 
Al 
(Wt%) 
V 
(Wt%) 
Ti6Al4V 830 900 0.05 0.10 0.0125 0.30 0.20 6.0 4.0 
 
About Ti; there is a limitation for α phase in comparison with β in the case of plastic 
deformation [20]. It is even said that Ti is difficult to roll in comparison with steel, Al and Cu 
rolling. Ti might have the springback effect in cold forming and it is susceptible to the 
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Chapter two: Literature review 
It was understood that metallic multilayers are produced for different purposes; 
reactive layers as local heat sources mentioned in previous chapter and alloy synthesis 
through mechanical alloying processes [4]. A new approach has been established to use 
multilayers as an aid foil in diffusion bonding technique in order to compensate the absence 
of surface flatness of the substrates and to lower the heat required in diffusion bonding [24]. 
In this chapter the following subjects are presented; fabrication of a multilayer Ni/Ti foil 
through cold rolling process, deformation mechanisms leading to ultrafine and nano structures 
and phase evolution during solid state diffusion processes. 
2.1 Fabrication techniques of TiNi foil 
Multilayer foils produced by sputtering deposition technique have been successful in 
producing microactuators in terms of stable shape memory and superelasticity behaviors. 
Such technique requires great control and specialized equipment. High purity of either nitinol 
alloy or individual pure Ti and pure Ni should be used as targets to produce an alloy with 
precise characteristics. In the case of using the alloy constituents, heat treating would be 
required to achieve the alloy. Sputtering technique is capable of producing foils having 
thickness less than 1 micron. Argon atoms accelerated by electrical field attack the target 
and deposit the atoms on a substrate. Equipment could be based on DC current or radio 
frequency. The first method has a higher production rate. Parameters that are to be 
considered precisely during the depositing process are as follows; quality of vacuum, 
smoothness of substrate, purity of gases and targets, substrate–target distances, magnetic 
field, and temperature. Electro-beam evaporation and CVD techniques have also been used to 
produce nitinol films more efficiently than physical evaporation deposition techniques [13]. 
Multilayer thin films produced by mechanical working have both high levels of plastic 
deformation and interfacial area. They are composed of elemental sheets that are folded or 
cut between each cycle of deformation if accumulative roll bonding technique is applied. 
During the cold rolling, the workpiece is in firm contact with the massive roll but the 
temperature increase of the material will be eliminated if the strain rate is small, i.e. it is 
suggested to apply ε˙  = 0.1s-1. Such techniques have also been used to form amorphous phase 
in binary alloys e.g. Zr-Ni, Cu-Er, Al-Pt or Zr65Al7.5Cu17.5Ni10 has been produced when the 
rolling process is followed by annealing [8]. 
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speed and also enhance the bonding effect [25]. Repeated rolling in each cycle increases the 
bond strength and decreases the delamination of rolled layers. At room temperature the 
strength of the bond depends on the cleanliness and closeness of the stacked foils. The 
maximum shear stress produced within the rolled strip is located in the direction of 45º 
because the tensile stress is treating at the center of the sample along with the direction of 
rolling and the compressive stress is perpendicular to that direction [27]. Total strain 
accumulated by “n” cycle equals 0.8*n because when 50% reduction is induced, the 
equivalent strain of that reduction is 0.8, calculated by von Mises criterion [25]. It is claimed 
that ARB is more favorable than other methods in producing laminated composites because it 
is rather a simple method and uses small deformation loads and low cost input materials, e.g. 
it does not need expensive mould. Such produced composites show high strength and low 
ductility. Input material might be of similar or dissimilar metal sheets. For similar layers it is 
believed that severe plastic deformation, SPD, imposes sub-grains and low angle grains 
followed by ultrafine grains with high angle boundaries. On the other hand a short coming 
effect is observed in multilayer foils fabricated by ARB which is multiple necking and rupture 
of one constituent, i.e. a soft metal has embodied the hard one. Necking occurs because the 
plastic instabilities have arised earlier in the harder layers and finally premature 
fragmentation forms. It is believed that multilayers composed of metals with same crystal 
structure suffer less from this problem especially in fcc structure i.e. they undergo  
co-deformation in several passes without necking [26]. 
2.3 Nanograins formation mechanisms plus the influences of rolling process on multilayers 
Ultra-fine grained metals, UFG, have mean grain size less than 1µm. Metals with simple 
chemical composition and UFG structure are considered as advanced structural materials. 
They can be produced through SPD techniques such as ECAE/P, HPT and ARB or rolling and 
folding; R&F [25]. But the two latter methods are capable of fabricating multilayer foils. SPD 
imposes a large plastic strain on the bulk metal [26]. It is supposed to be almost impossible to 
produce such levels of strain by conventional rolling because the material thickness decreases 
while the deformation increases [25]. It is said that the difference between the crystal 
structures of the multilayer components influences the deformation process during rolling so 
that ARB and R&F products will be composed of nonuniform layers. Thus, it would be very 
difficult to define any modulation period like those produced by deposition techniques [25]. 
The crystal defects and the residual stresses affect the kinetics of the diffusion process 
required to have solid diffusion, e.g. in the case of producing nitinol through mechanical 
roots. Bulk nano structure metals produced by severe plastic deformation contain large grain 
boundary area as well as high dislocation content. Therefore, it is expected to have an 
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Localized necking is seen in harder metal and it is attributed to deformation instability 
of layers under large strain. It is also believed that layers composed of same crystal structures 
undergo co—deformation and they do not face failure [30]. Some believes that Ti/Ni system is 
an exception and both metals monotonously get thin by rolling [14]. It is reported that the 
ultimate tensile strength of the pure Ni and Ti is around 350 MPa [18, 14]. Optical microscope 
images reveal that the layers thickness fluctuates along the rolling direction that is due to the 
instability of plastic flow within the layers [31]. Excessive work hardening of the metals in 
these systems, as the result of several rolling cycles, not only increases the force required to 
continue the process but also it may cause explosion; work hardening promotes crack 
formation which enhances the Ti oxidation creating hot spots in the system. These points can 
provide sufficient heat to induce exothermic mixing reaction between Ni and Ti [18]. 
2.4 Solid state diffusion in Ni and Ti multilayer 
Diffusion is very important and widely applicable in most metallurgical processes, for 
example solution treating, precipitation hardening or diffusion bonding. It is the result of the 
atoms movements within a solid state leading to the reduction of the total energy of 
processed system. Equilibrium, as a goal of any system, is provided through reaching the 
lowest level of energy by which diffusion helps; a thermodynamic and metallurgical principle 
[11]. A study was done in 1973 by Bastin and Rieck in Netherlands. They applied diffusion 
process at solid state and claimed that their results cover what they expected from the basis 
of Ti and Ni equilibrium. The procedure involved stacking the diffusion couples consisted of a 
Ti (99.97%) disc embedded by two Ni (99.99%) discs each in the thickness of 2mm placed in an 
evacuated silica capsule to avoid Ti degradation. Couples were joined then annealed at 930ºC 
for 504h under 10 Pa. They found the number of phases formed and determined the layer 
thickness of the interphases as the function of time and temperature. Microstructural 
observations revealed that at temperatures above 770 ºC diffusion layers are composed of 
Ti2Ni, TiNi, TiNi3 and solid solution of the Ti in Ni. Implemented markers at the interface 
(welding area) showed the displacement with respect to each other. None of the marks were 
at their primary places at the interface and those existed in the TiNi3 layer were closer to the 
TiNi3/Ni interface [32]. Figure 12 shows the image of a Ti-49.4%Ni multilayer. It contains the 
TiNi intermetallic and other intermediate compounds mentioned above [31]. 
During the attempts done to produce nitinol foil through annealing of the cold rolled 
multilayer strips it was observed that the thermal history of the multilayer strongly influences 
the phase evolution; when no heat had been applied during the fabrication of that metallic 
composite, no intermediate phase formation at the interfaces of those ultrafine layers had 
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Chapter 3: Experiments 
In this chapter all the procedures carried out during this master thesis including 
material selection plus the evaluating techniques of the fabricated materials and joints will 
be explained in details. Here, it is better to repeat that the first aim of this research is to 
develop a semi-equiatomic Ni/Ti multilayer with an average thickness for individual layers in 
ultrafine or nano scale size. The second goal includes joining the two light alloys; nitinol and 
Ti6Al4V through diffusion bonding by using those fabricated laminated foils. Then it will be 
tried to improve the microstructure of the multilayer foil and provide a welded zone similar 
to the nitinol substrate in terms of microstructure and finally to decrease the process costs 
through restricting the temperature and pressure. 
3.1 Primary material selection 
Pure Ni and pure Ti foils with the thicknesses of 125 µm and 200 µm, respectively, are 
used as the input materials of the multilayer fabrication process in this work. They are to be 
in the annealed condition to get work-hardened as late as possible. To have a semi-
equiatomic nitinol through rolling of individual stacked foils, it is important to calculate how 
much of each constituent is to be stacked to get the intended alloy. As it has been explained 
in appendix A the thicknesses of the selected foils used in this work are presented in table 6. 
In this table the Ni foil has been considered 0.125 mm, optionally selected from “Goodfellow” 
website, which gives the value of almost 0.202 mm for Ti foil. The available thickness by the 
supplier is 0.200 mm thick which is the closest thickness to the calculated one. There are 
varieties of different thicknesses offered by the supplier but that selection was done based on 
some considerations; the budget, working conditions and intended chemical composition, e.g. 
it is possible to obtain a semi-equiatomic nitinol alloy through other thicknesses that are 
thinner but they are more expensive.  
Table 6 - Foils thicknesses, data except column 4 are extracted from Goodfellow website  
Ni 
purity 
Ti 
purity 
Ni foil 
thickness 
(mm) 
Ti foil 
thickness (mm) 
Prices of Ni-20pcs Ti foils 
(mm) 
Prices of Ti-20pcs 
50*50 100*100 50*50 100*100 
99.98 99.6 0.125 0.202 312(261) 468(351) 0.2 384(274) 0(416) 
* Numbers in parenthesis mean 10pcs per order than 20 
3.2 Experiments 
All experiments done in this work will follow the sequences presented in the diagram 
illustrated in figure 16. 
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roll mills is adjusted to introduce the primary reduction then it remains constant. The foil is 
cut in half and passed through the previous gap by which 50% reduction is provided. In this 
work, the term “cycle” starts after primary rolling and includes one cutting plus one 50% 
thickness reduction. This strategy of ARB could produce a thin multilayer foil that is to be 
used in diffusion bonding. As it was seen in the flowchart, it is tried to heat the roll mills 
surfaces. It is done by starting the machine and completely closing the gap between the 
rollers without introducing the material for 15 minutes; the friction between the surfaces 
makes the mills hot. This idea had not been considered in the earliest experiments but 
experience proved that it is very useful in bonding evolution among layers. 
3.2.4 Heat treating 
A sort of heat treatment was performed on the multilayer product during the ARB 
process which is difficult to be called stress relief because the selected temperature would 
provide phases formation in the bimetallic multilayer system. A relatively high temperature 
was intentionally selected to help the study of the phase evolution in the Ni/Ti system before 
making any joint. Heat treatment was applied when the material got strong during rolling so 
that the machine stopped during the process. It happened for the batches having the width of 
20 mm in the 3rd cycle and those 15 mm wide in the 4th cycle. That heat treatment was 
carried out in a vacuum furnace (Termolab) under the pressure of 10-3 Pa; this level is 
selected because Ti is very reactive at high temperatures. Heating and cooling rates were 
always 5ºC/min to avoid delamination of layers due to the difference between the thermal 
expansion coefficients of Ti and Ni [14]. In order to do an accurate heat treatment, samples 
were located on a ceramic plate in the middle of the furnace tube. The temperature gradient 
of that part of the tube for a specific annealing temperature during an interval were recorded 
through an external thermocouple, testo 735, to find out whether the thermocouple of the 
furnace works precisely, e.g. 627 ºC (1000ºK) for 30 minutes revealed 40 ºC deviation. The 
temperature of 627 ºC was selected knowingly because it is very close to the minimum 
temperature, 630 ºC, mentioned in literature as the nitinol formation in Ni/Ti laminated 
layers [18, 37]. In this research intermediate annealing was done after 4 and 10 cycles of R&C 
i.e. 4 cycles of R&C then annealing and then 6 more cycles and again annealing. Samples must 
be cleaned to remove any finger prints by acetone before putting in the furnace. 
3.2.5 Joining process 
Diffusion bonding of the equiatomic nitinol alloy and Ti6Al4V alloy was done in a 
radiating furnace assembled with a tensile machine (LLOYD LR30K), figure 18-a. Three joining 
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3.2.6 Evaluation techniques 
Structural and mechanical characterization of the primary materials, of the fabricated 
foils in the as rolled and annealed conditions, and of the joined zones was carried out by the 
following equipment and techniques.  
3.2.6.1 Differential scanning calorimetry 
DSC is helpful in studying the reactions and phase formations within any reactive layer 
during a heating stage, i.e. it not only can record the amount of the heat released or 
absorbed during the reaction but can identify the temperatures at which any phases form. 
Thereby, it could be helpful to find proper stress relief temperature for the work hardened 
foils through which no phases form during the heating process so that a higher level of any 
probable reactive energy would be available during the solid state diffusion process. This test 
will also help the study of the microstructural evolution of a metallic system at a specific 
temperature, i.e. the sample is heated up to a specific temperature and then cooled as fast 
as possible. The heated sample could be evaluated by OM or SEM. The equipment used in this 
work is LabsystTM, TG-DTA/DSC model, available in the department lab. The maximum rate of 
the heating and cooling can be 40ºC/min. Samples from different batches and cycles have 
been tested. It is better to select the sample from a well bonded part. In all the tests the 
heating and cooling rate is considered 20ºC/min. Argon gas is used as the shielding 
atmosphere and the system is cooled by water. DSC sample size is almost 2*2 mm; the sample 
was ultrasonically cleaned by acetone, weighed and placed in an alumina crucible. For this 
research samples were prepared from the batches of 4, 10 and  
15 R&C cycles. If small heating and cooling rate, like 5ºC/min, is selected, it will be almost 
impossible to recognize any change on the graph because the interval temperature on the 
graph will be wide, i.e. the higher the heating and the cooling rates, the sharper the peak 
revealed on the graph. 
3.2.6.2 Sampling 
Specimens were selected from raw materials and fabricated foils after each stop during 
the processes such as intermediate annealing, final laminated product and joints. Transverse 
cross section specimens were selected from sound parts of the samples. 
3.2.6.3 OM and SEM/EDS/EBSD 
These techniques could evaluate the effects of deformation and heat on the material in 
terms of structural development and phase evolution. Metallography samples require perfect 
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surface preparation, especially for the SEM. Scanning electron microscopy was done in 
CEMUP, Center of Materials of University of Porto. The equipment used is “FEI QUANTA 400 
FEG / EDAX Pegasus X4M”; a High Resolution (Schottky) Environmental Scanning Electron 
Microscope with X-Ray Microanalysis and Electron Backscatter Diffraction Pattern Analysis. All 
characterizations are done at an accelerating voltage of 15 keV. Some images were taken by 
Secondary-Electron mode and some others by Backscattered Electron mode. In the latter 
condition the greater the atomic weight, the brighter the observing zone. It should be 
mentioned that the obtained chemical composition by EDS is influenced by the volume 
interaction effect. It means that a larger volume underneath the intended surface is analysed 
by EDS therefore the result has been influenced by the adjacent region [36]. Surface 
preparation of the specimens was started with 230 mesh silicon carbide grinding paper 
followed by 600, 1000 and 4000 using water. Then they were polished by 1 micron diamond 
suspension on very clean smooth cotton cloth for 10 to 15 minutes for each sample and finally 
were polished by 0.5 micron colloidal silica on a synthetic leather cloth for 10 minutes. It is 
important to wash samples by water and soap followed by ultrasonic in a solution of water 
and soap for 5 minutes between each stage. Polishing cloths should be washed repeatedly 
otherwise a surface without any scratches is not obtained. This difficulty of surface 
preparation is due to the entrapped particles in the delaminated regions and the gaps 
between the sample and the mounting material.  
3.2.6.4 Micro and macro hardness measurements 
Micro hardness evaluation was done by “Struers-Duramin; Ver 0.08”. Selected loads 
were 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 Kgf. Macro hardness measurement was also done to measure the 
global hardness of the interlayer foil in the joined region with 1 kgf indenting load by 
“Emcotest/DuraVision” equipment. Both tests were performed at ambient temperature  
(23 ºC±2) according to the manuals of the equipment. Microhardness was done to evaluate the 
effects of the following processes; strain hardening, annealing and joining on the multilayer 
foil. Macrohardness was carried out to see which joining conditions would provide a global 
hardness as close as to the nitinol substrate. It was tried to measure the hardness of the 
phases formed during the processes by microhardness as well as the effect of strain hardening 
on the individual metals by macrohardness. 
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Chapter four: Results and discussions 
In this chapter the characteristics of the products evaluated by SEM and OM 
observations, chemical analysis obtained by EDS, structural information given by EBSD and 
micro and macro hardness measurements are presented. The results of different processing 
conditions will be compared with each other as well as what has been claimed in the 
literature. Evaluating of selected samples was done after any stop during the multilayer 
fabrication or joining process. 
4.1 Primary materials characterization 
The microstructure of pure Ni and Ti foils as well as the nitinol and Ti6Al4V alloys used 
in this research were observed under optical microscope. The etchants selected from 
literature and ASM handbook metallography section are presented in table 7.  
Table 7 – Etchants used to reveal the microstructure of the alloys [38, 39] 
Alloy Pure Ni Pure Ti Nitinol Ti6Al4V 
Etchant 
Equal parts of 
HNO3, H2O & 
CH3COOH 
Kroll’s reagent: 
1.5cc HF, 4cc HNO3 
& 94cc H2O 
1 part HF, 5 parts 
HNO3 & 5 parts 
CH3COOH 
Kroll’s reagent: 
1.5cc HF, 4cc HNO3 
& 94cc H2O 
Polishing Mechanically, as mentioned in sample preparation section 
Etching technique Repetitive polishing and etching in 10s 
Repetitive polishing 
and etching in 20s 
Immersing sample 
for 10s 
Immersing sample 
for 1 to 2 min 
 
As it is illustrated in figure 19-a, microstructure of pure nickel consists of equiaxed 
grains showing the annealed or normalized condition. Average grain size obtained by Lietz 
software is 10 based on ASTM-E112. The differences in color are the results of different grain 
orientations. Pure titanium grain structure consists of equiaxed alpha grains revealing the 
annealed or normalized condition, figure 19-b. Comparison between the microstructure of 
two metals shows that the Ti grains are finer than those of Ni. 
Metallography of Ti6Al4V reveals a matrix of very small equiaxed alpha (α) grains; 
intergranular beta (β) phase (dark regions) is rather uniform distributed in the matrix, figure 
20-a. The nitinol alloy was composed of coarser equiaxed grains than titanium alloy, figure 
20-b. Those grains looks like austenite revealed by Kroll`s reagent. The grain size of the alloy 
in average is 7 in ASTM-E112. Brighter grains are the effect of grain orientation under 
directed light. The alternative etchant presented in table 7 has revealed other morphology 
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carried out at temperatures above ambient temperature and that increase enhances the 
thickness reduction. 
Table 8 – Estimated deformation and layer thickness for the several R&B experiments (average dimensions) 
Laminated 
product 
Number of 
layers 
N! 
Layer thickness 
in average 
(nm) 
Number of 
couples (Ni/Ti) 
Couple thickness 
in average 
(nm) 
Strain of one 
couple after 
cycles 
4 cycles 32 10156 16 20312 4*0.69=2.76 
10 cycles 1024 317 512 634 10*0.69=6.9 
12 cycles 4096 79 2048 158 12*0.69=8.28 
14 cycles 16384 20 8192 40 14*0.69=9.66 
15 cycles 32768 10 16384 20 15*0.69=10.35 
 Primary foils have the thicknesses of 0.2 mm plus 0.125 mm = 0.325 mm 
 It is supposed that each layer suffers equal deformation  
 Each cycle of ARB introduces 50% reduction in Ni/Ti system that gives the strain of 0.69 
 Primary rolling will introduce the strain of 0.35 and 1.2 if the reduction is 30% and 70% 
In this work it was almost impossible to record the thickness variations during the 
process and control the deformation process through strain; moreover cold rolling inherently 
introduces nonuniform deformation. So the information presented in table 8 has been 
obtained approximately based on the thickness of the primary material and number of cutting 
and folding cycles. The product is a foil composed of two different materials with different 
properties and behaviors by which provides that problem. Results presented in table 8 could 
be ensured through appendix F. According to the approximations presented in table 8, the 
product of 10 cycles of cutting and rolling has already found an ultrafine laminated structure 
and the ARB processes foil after 14 cycles could be considered as nano laminated composite. 
When the processed material got strong and the rolling machine stopped during rolling, two 
alternative approaches were applied, to overcome that problem;  
‐ Intermediate annealing and continuing the rolling;  
‐ Shrinking the rolled sample to smaller size and continuing the rolling. 
The first approach requires more time, energy and precautions to avoid oxidation and 
intermetallic phases` formations as well. This was the method used when an explosion 
occurred in the earliest stage of the 11th cycle of rolling after second intermediate annealing. 
The second approach includes removing the edge cracks, as illustrated in figure 25, when this 
approach is applied the machine will provide the required rolling pressure because the rolled 
area has decreased. This method is more feasible and more reasonable than applying 
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- Greater activation of twinning mechanism deformation in Ti due to having hcp 
structure in comparison with Ni having fcc structure; 
- Experiencing a bit more strain hardening in Ti; 
- Primary Ti foil was composed of finer grains than primary Ni. 
Unlike hot rolling, recrystallization of the grains does not occur in cold rolling due to 
low working temperature. Those elongated grains resulted from the dislocation movements 
[23]; it is also claimed that the formation of subgrains by the accumulation and 
rearrangement of dislocations through intense cold rolling produce fine and elongated grains. 
Rearrangement of dislocation goes for lowering the strain energy of the system [28]. SEM was 
also helpful to evaluate whether any solid state diffusion has occurred within the layers. This 
purpose was fulfilled by using SEM/EDS technique that determines the chemical analysis of 
the intended regions, as it is illustrated in figure 27. The graph matched with the picture 
shows the analysis results at the interface of two layers and in the middle of those layers. The 
Ni content in the middle of the Ti foil is 2.14at% while Ti content in the middle of Ni foil is 
1.45at%. This difference expresses the principle saying that the diffusion coefficient of Ni in 
Ti is greater than the reverse direction state [14]. It is also observed that the closer to the 
interface, the higher the diffusion level. The particular features of this rolling process help 
explain this solid diffusion at low temperature. Fabrication of multilayers through severe 
plastic deformation processing routs introduces high levels of strain so that each individual 
metallic layer will experience the increase of structural defects, such as voids, dislocations 
and grain boundaries [17]. Moreover; the material is not deformed at ambient temperature 
because ARB does not consume any lubricant so, the amount of heat produced by friction will 
grow. On the other hand high strain rate does not allow the system to have enough heat 
transfer. The latter condition was experienced so that the rolled piece and roll mills surface 
burns fingers` operator at the point of touch. This point has also been confirmed in the 
literature [3]. Therefore, as a general rule, atoms of every metallic system move at the 
ambient temperature by self-diffusion mechanism through void mechanism [11].  
4.5.2 Structure of Ni/Ti multilayer after 10 cycles of cutting and rolling; 
The structure of an as rolled sample after 10 cycles of R&C is presented in figure 28. It 
has been produced without using any intermediate heat treating. SEM/EDS was also hired to 
identify the chemical composition of the multilayer and it gave a composition of 50.71at%Ni. 
Such produced multilayer was achieved through taking the following precautions; rolling mills 
are to be maintained clean, no stop during the process and removing edge cracks. OM could 
not reveal the formation of nano layers; it was only possible to observe few thick nickel 
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discussed in next section that it could be the endothermic reaction due to formation of β-Ti 
[41]. As it will be seen in the graph of figure 35, the peak observed on the cooling curve 
around 760 ºC could prove that claim. In general there are some parameters affecting both 
the propagation and the heat of the reaction as in the following; 
- Delamination of two layers disconnects the reaction of those two adjacent layer and 
results in omitting the path of diffusion; 
- Fracture of the layers caused by strain hardening impedes the propagation of the 
ignition along the layers. 
4.6 Solid state diffusion within Ni/Ti bimetal system 
Before continuing the study of phase’s evolution during any heating process it is better 
to evaluate the diffusion of Ni and Ti atoms within the possible system. According to the 
equilibrium diagram illustrated in figure 4, there could be three intermetallic compounds 
present in any bimetallic system composed of Ni and Ti. As all the heating processes in this 
work were applied at temperatures between 600 ºC and 800 ºC, the diffusion process will be 
studied within that range. However, only data belongs to 700 ºC and 800 ºC were obtained in 
literature. Diffusion in the solid state is a function of temperature, D = D0* exp(-Qd/RT). D0 is a 
temperature-independent (m2/s), Qd is the activation energy for diffusion (J/mol or 
eV/atom), R is the gas constant, 8.31 J/mol-K or 8.62 10-5 eV/atom-K and T is absolute 
temperature (K). The driving force of diffusion process is fulfilled by the concentration 
gradient at the interface of the faying joint [11]. The diffusion coefficients of the 
constituents in different systems are calculated based on date presented in table 10 through 
previous equation. Diffusion coefficient and the required energy needed for diffusion process 
at temperatures between 750 ºC and 900 ºC are presented in that table as well.  
Literature claims that Ni diffuses in Ti faster than Ti does [14, 17, and 31]. Table 10 also 
gives the following results; 
1. This is the order of titanium diffusion: Ni > Ti6Al4V > TiNi3 > TiNi > Ti2Ni; 
2. This is the order of nickel diffusion: Ti6Al4V > Ti2Ni > TiNi > TiNi3; 
3. Diffusion rate of Ti is rather greater in intermetallic compounds than that of Ni in those 
compounds except Ti2Ni; 
4. DTiTi6Al4V > DNiTi6Al4V; 
5. Diffusion rate of Ti and Ni is greater in Ti6Al4V than that of in nitinol. 
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Table 10 – Diffusion coefficients and activation energies of the mentioned compounds at different 
temperatures [values of D0 and Qd from 40] 
 
DTiNi DTiTiNi3 DTiTiNi DTiTi2Ni DTiTi6Al4V 
D0 (m2/s) at 750 ºC - 900 ºC 1.6*10-6 1.4*10-8 1.6*10-8 2.3*10-8 2.0*10-8 
Q (kJ/mol) at 750 ºC - 900 ºC 132 231 251 272 125 
D (m2/s) at 700 ºC 1.3*10-13 5.5*10-21 5.3*10-22 5.65*10-23 3.86*10-15 
D (m2/s) at 800 ºC 6*10-13 7.85*10-20 9.53*10-21 1.3*10-21 1.63*10-14 
 
 - DNiTiNi3 DNiTiNi DNiTi2Ni DNiTi6Al4V 
D0 (m2/s) at 750 ºC - 900 ºC - 2.2*10-9 1.5*10-9 6.6*10-9 8.6*10-5 
Q (kJ/mol) at 750 ºC - 900 ºC - 286 275 257 257 
D (m2/s) at 700 ºC - 9.6*10-25 2.54*10-24 1.04*10-22 1.35*10-18 
D (m2/s) at 800 ºC - 2.6*10-23 6.05*10-23 2*10-21 2.61*10-17 
 
According to those results and the claims mentioned in the literature the following 
conclusions could be made: 
- Greater DNi than of DTi in Ti/Ni interface [14, 42] means that an excess of vacancies 
will accumulate in nickel side. After accumulation of such empty places, voids will be 
formed. They are located in Ni layers and are known as Kirkendall voids. Thus, it is 
expected that the increase of temperature will increase the number of those voids. 
That difference of diffusion coefficient might justify the formation of TiNi3 in the 
earliest time of the diffusion process than two other intermetallic compounds; 
- The formation of intermetallic phases will behave as a barrier and impede the 
diffusion process thus, implementing any homogenizing treatment requires large 
soaking time and higher temperature; 
- Ti and Ni atoms tend to diffuse to the substrates. It would be difficult to trace the 
addition of Ti in Ti6Al4V and of Ni in nitinol.  
- As Ti diffuses faster than Ni, the transformation of TiNi3 into TiNi is faster than that of 
Ti2Ni which explains why Ti2Ni is more abundant in microstructure than TiNi3; 
- The diffusion of Ni and Ti in Ti6Al4V should be greater than in nitinol. 
Thermodynamically, it is possible to predict the probability of the formation of the 
intermetallic compounds in the Ni-Ti bimetal system. It is said that due to the thermodynamic 
equilibrium of Ni and Ti it is very difficult to have only TiNi phase in a bimetal system. 
According to the literature [14, 40] tables 11 and 12 present the data calculated in  
appendix G depicting that TiNi3 forms at the interface of DB zone more rapidly than two other 
intermetallic phases at 700 ºC and 800 ºC.  
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This treatment was done at 627 ºC under 10-3 Pa for half an hour on a sample after 4 
cycles of R&C (according to figure 34 and table 9 the formation of intermetallic phases is not 
expected). SEM and EDS evaluations revealed same formation order of phases like what had 
occurred in DSC tests but there were some differences in terms of voids formation and grain 
size. As it is illustrated in figure 39-a, number of voids and interfacial cracks have decreased 
at 627 ºC/30 min in comparison with heating at 726 ºC or 791 ºC in DSC equipment.  
Table 14 – EDS results of regions illustrated in figure 39-b in atomic percentages and the phases 
identification based on the equilibrium diagram 
Regions Ni-at% Ti-at% Ratio of Ni/Ti Equivalences 
Z1 96.66 3.34 28.94 Ni 
Z2 72.27 27.73 2.61 TiNi3 + TiNi 
Z3 51.40 48.60 1.06 TiNi 
Z4 32.53 67.47 0.48 Ti2Ni + TiNi 
Z5 4.79 95.21 0.05 Ti2Ni + Ti 
 
If volume interaction effect of the EDS is considered, the phase identification of the 
regions illustrated in figure 39-b, obtained from the atomic percentages presented in  
table 14, will be pure Ni for Z1, TiNi3 for Z2, TiNi for Z3, Ti2Ni for Z4 and pure Ti for Z5. It is 
also curious that grain structure is seen only in pure nickel and TiNi3. If this image is 
compared with figure 27, the recrystallization of grains during annealing is easily recognized, 
they have turned to equiaxed grains but they are still in ultra-fine scale. The following 
conclusions could be made from the comparison of previous treatments; 
‐ Effect of temperature on the formation of diffusion products is greater than the effect 
of time, i.e. formation of greater amounts of voids and intermetallic phases, more 
TiNi, are seen at higher temperatures which shows the direct proportion of diffusion 
with increase of temperature; 
‐ By comparing the Ni grains of DSC samples, figure 40-b, with heat treated samples, 
figure 40-a, it is revealed that temperature has also more effect on recrystallization 
kinetics than time; DSC samples were heated at higher temperature with much smaller 
soaking time; 
‐ Possibility of elimination of TiNi3 is greater in higher temperatures due to higher 
diffusibility of Ti than Ni; 
‐ Grain size of TiNi3 phase is similar to the nickel grains, the grain size in the other 
phases is not visible and visible grains have maintained ultrafine sizes. 
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TiNi3) still exist. In comparison with the results of second intermediate heat treatment the 
amount of TiNi3 has considerably decreased due to the associated effect of high diffusion 
coefficient of Ti in intermetallic, high temperature and greater soaking time. OM images were 
taken by etching the samples after SEM (figure 46). Martensitic needles in the interlayer are 
thinner than those of the substrate. It is easily recognized that the growth of martensite 
blades are epitaxial, i.e. atoms of the surface of the interlayer have followed the orientation 
and order of the atoms of the surface of the substrate which gives the morphology observed 
in those images. This is not observed at other interfaces that does not have equal 
crystallographic sites [2]. 
4.7.5 Evaluation of phase formation at the interface of the 2nd joint produced by DB  
Materials: Ti6Al4V, Ti/Ni multilayer foil fabricated by 10 cycles ARB and Nitinol alloy 
Joining conditions: 700 ºC (10 ºC/min) /10 MPa/60 min 
For this experiment no EDS analysis was done because it is obvious that the phase 
evolution will follow the former discussions. Microstructural characterization, figures 47 and 
48, revealed results similar to first joint except the differences that will be explained in the 
following; 
‐ Almost sound joint was obtained; 
‐ Some pure Ni and Ti regions exist in the structure; 
‐ Pure Ni grains are larger than previous tests; 
‐ Large cracks, 120 μm, to very small ones are distributed along the phases; 
‐ No laminar structure is seen in the cross section of the joint but intermetallic phases 
are elongated; 
‐ It seems that greater amount of TiNi3 exist in the microstructure in comparison with 
the first joint; 
‐ A thinner interdiffusion layer is seen at the interface of Ti6Al4V and interlayer than 
the first joint; 
‐ Some voids are present at the interface of interlayer and nitinol; 
‐ Global analysis indicates the chemical composition of Ti-49.9 at%Ni. 
According to the discussions presented in section 4.6; lower temperature has preserved some 
unreacted constituents in the structure of the joint. As it was seen in figure 47-d, Ni grains 
have grown due to the process temperature and soaking time. As those grains had already 
transformed to ultrafine sizes due to the severe plastic deformation, they could have been 
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expansion coefficients of the constituents. As it is recognized from the figures, the interlayers 
have different thicknesses, in comparison with previous experiments the interlayer in thinner. 
Such differences occurred due to the short time of performing this master thesis and having 
no foil from same batch while they all have experienced 10 cycles of R&C but the present foil 
has suffered greater strain. This problem has happened because during the ARB the roll mills 
get hot and hotter by passing time and it provides greater deformation. Therefore, the foil 
could have become harder than the previous conditions so same surface preparation 
conditions (600 mesh grinding paper) has not been enough to produce required scratches on 
the surface of the foil to establish good diffusion bonding. EDS also identified the global 
analysis of Ti-50.15 at%Ni for the interlayer as well as the presence of some pure Ti regions. 
As it is seen in figure 50-c, a crack exists in this titanium region. This sort of crack is only 
observed in Ti-rich regions, another example was illustrated in figure 47-b. They might have 
been resulted from the brittleness of surrounding phases, Ti2Ni. OM characterization of the 
samples revealed the epitaxial growth at the interface of nitinol and interlayer and it seems 
that martensitic needles have turned thicker due to greater diffusion time. 
4.7.7 Effect of higher levels of strain on phase evolution 
Materials: Ti6Al4V, Ti/Ni multilayer foil fabricated by 15 cycles ARB and Nitinol alloy 
Joining conditions: 800 ºC (10 ºC/min) /10 MPa/60 min 
Another joining experience was done with a multilayer foil that had experienced strain 
of 11.55 with the minimum average layer thickness of 10 nm. SEM investigations, figure 51, 
revealed that phase’s distributions are more uniform than the first joint, 10 cycles. No pure 
Ni and Ti were found. Ti2Ni and TiNi3 phases have decreased, especially in the thinner region 
of the foil. EDS results identified the Ni-rich- TiNi phase for the matrix of the microstructure. 
That foil is hard and also brittle and same surface preparation like the first joint has been 
done on it. Observation (figure 52) show that a good joint was not obtained probably due to 
improper scratches on the faying surface. It has caused less mechanical deformation and less 
contact area between those surfaces. Another consequent of harder interlayer might be 
higher sensitivity to the presence of stress concentration factors which can explain the 
occurrence of cracks, as it is seen in figure 52-b. Needle like morphology observed in figure 
52-a is the result of burned Ti6Al4V sample during cutting process before joining. It was used 
due to time limitations. It was proved by OM images as illustrated in figure 53-b.  
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Chapter five: conclusions and suggestions 
It is possible to classify the conclusions of this research work as the followings; 
5.1 deformation process 
Roll bonding is greatly influenced by the primary surface scratches and cleanliness of the 
surface. Better results obtained by grinding papers with 600 and 1000 mesh for Ti and Ni, 
respectively;  
Deterioration of the roll bonding occurs due to any stop during multilayer fabrication; 
A little fragmentation of Ni and Ti has formed in the multilayer during the ARB process; 
Thickness reduction is not uniform and layers are fluctuated; 
High strain rate does not deteriorate the ARB process in the case of Ni/Ti system; 
Increase of the number of cutting and rolling cycles improves the bonding and reduction 
process, i.e. the greater the number of passes, the lower the amount of delamination; 
Solid state diffusion has occurred within the layers during ARB and it is promoted by the 
increase of the number of cycles; 
Ultrafine Ni grains form in the layers having thicknesses in micro scale; 
Ti/Ni system requires a primary reduction greater than 50% otherwise foils will slide over 
each other and material loss increases;  
Temperature of the roll mills greatly affect both the roll bonding and the thickness reduction 
of the strip, i.e. the hotter the rollers the better the bonds and the thinner the final foil; 
The greater the number of R&C cycles, the harder the multilayer foil;  
The higher the strain rate, the sooner the achievement of the ultrafine multilayer foils; 
Reducing the dimensions of the foil during the process is less expensive and time consuming 
than using intermediate heat treatment to decrease the strength of the foil to continue the 
rolling; 
Precautions should be taken during the ARB process due to the probability of foil explosion; 
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Material loss occurs during ARB process due to formation and separation of brittle chips on 
the sides of the strip. 
Annealed Ni/Ti could tolerate reduction of almost 70% without failure; 
Repeating a cycle will improve the bond if any bond has already established; 
5.2 Heating processes 
Distribution of Kirkendall voids is proportion with the distribution of the deformation and 
strain across the section of the rolled strip; 
Selection of any temperature to do any stress relief should be considered by the results of the 
DSC test; 
Applying pressure decreases the Kirkendall voids; 
The higher the annealing temperature, the greater the number of Kirkendall voids; 
The higher the temperature, the less the formation of TiNi3 and Ti2Ni; 
The influence of temperature on the phase formation is greater than that of the time; 
5.3 Diffusion bonding 
Using ultrafine multilayer of Ni and Ti in DB process has decreased the joining temperature of 
the Ti6Al4V and nitinol alloys, 800 ºC and 700 ºC, close to the half of their melting points, 
1660 ºC and 1300 ºC, respectively; 
Good joint has been conducted between interlayer and Ti6Al4V while there are some voids 
between that aid bond and nitinol; 
Temperature rise does not greatly influence the joint between the interlayer and the nitinol; 
The greater the temperature, the better the joint in the interface of Ti6Al4V; 
The temperature of the DB process has increased the grain size of the ultrafine/nano 
multilayer to the micron scale; 
Rising the interval time could compensate the temperature reduction while the quality of the 
joint could be preserved and more diffusion will provide more TiNi phase; 
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Using a harder interlayer, foil of greater cycles, might increase the formation of cracks at the 
joint interface; 
Surface scratches on the interlayer greatly influence the DB process so it is better to grind 
hard foils with 240 mesh grinding paper. 
5.4 Crack division 
Cracks observed in this work could be classified into the following order; 
Delaminated portion of a layer during roll bonding due to the presence of any oxide, inclusion 
and no surface roughness; 
Interfacial cracks caused during heating stages due to the difference of thermal expansion 
coefficient between Ni and Ti and affecting weak bonded regions; 
Cracks caused by the accumulation of Kirkendall voids; 
Defect cracks with sharp points caused by the lack of stress release due to the larger 
thickness of the layer or caused by the brittleness of the phase. 
5.5 Ideas of complimentary works to improve the products for prospect jobs 
Conducting microhardness on the joint zones of the third and fourth welds; 
Avoiding any fluctuation to the primary foils provides better surface preparation and good roll 
bonded interfaces so it is better to prepare the primary foils by a cutting mould than scissors 
to obtain a flat strip, it increases the points of contact between each layer; 
Applying stress relieving after 10 cycles and 15 cycles at 350 ºC and 300 ºC, respectively, 
could improve the ductility of the foil that it can face less crack formation during ARB process 
and could fill the gap between the non-parallel substrates; 
Homogenizing treatment in order to reduce the voids, e.g. 40h can provoke the vacancy 
mechanism and improve the inter diffusivity of nickel and titanium [17].  
Applying a primary diffusion bonding could provide uniform deformation for both Ni and Ti in 
the primary rolling stage and also could reduce the fluctuation of layers; 
Specifying the rolling machine during the period of producing multilayer to keep the gap 
between the roll mills constant; 
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Providing longer batches to produce longer product so that it would be possible to use more 
similar interlayer in various conditions of D.B process; 
Using wire cut/ diamond cutter than Discotom-Wheels to cut Ti6Al4V alloy to obtain parallel 
surfaces; 
Doing shear tests to evaluate the strength of the bond and the effect of those phases in the 
strength of the bond; 
Heating stage XRD could be useful to determine the effect of the layer thickness on the 
formation and elimination of any intermetallic phases to reduce the number of SEM 
evaluations. 
It could be possible to apply long interval heat treating on the joined parts to find an 
interlayer composed of TiNi phase but it would not be cost effective. 
It will be possible to exceed 15 cycles of cutting and rolling if longer primary batched are 
prepared. This approach could eliminate the unwanted intermediate phases and could also 
lower the temperature of nitinol formation.  
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Appendices; 
Appendix A: thickness calculation of the primary foil 
According to equation 1 and the properties of the pure metals presented in table 1 and 
3, one mol of equiatomic nitinol weighs for 106.56 g/mol that gives the chemical composition 
of Ti-55.08%wtNi. To adjust the intended composition the variables are the thicknesses and 
the purity of the foils. Equations 3 and 4 give the ratio of the thicknesses of the Ti and Ni 
foils;  
Equation (1)           1 mol Nitinol = 1 mol Ni + 1 mol Ti           
Equation (2)          Volume = w*L*t in which w & L are constants so;    ࢂࡺ࢏ࢂࢀ࢏ = 
࢚ࡺ࢏
࢚ࢀ࢏           
Equation (3)          ρ = ࢓ࢂ  so according to the above equation; 
ࢂࡺ࢏
ࢂࢀ࢏ ൌ 	
࢓ࡺ࢏∗࣋ࢀ࢏
࢓ࢀ࢏∗࣋ࡺ࢏ = 0.62       
Equation (4)        ࢚ࡺ࢏࢚ࢀ࢏ = 0.62 
ࡼ࢛࢘࢏࢚࢟	࢕ࢌ	ࡺ࢏
ࡼ࢛࢘࢏࢚࢟	࢕ࢌ	ࢀ࢏              
The purity of the constituents is not 100% so the ratio of 0.62 is affected through equation 4. 
Goodfellow Cambridge Ltd was considered as the material supplier which presents required 
data in its website. The thickness of one foil is calculated according to the other foil’s 
thickness through equation 4. 
 
Appendix B: surface preparation 
It is important to avoid the presence of any impurities and inclusions within the 
multilayer foils and joints. There are two types of surface preparation in this work plus a vital 
precaution that should be implied. 
The process is ARB so an acceptable surface roughness is needed to establish a good 
joint between the alternated metallic layers, the reasons will be explained in the discussion 
chapter. On the other hand, titanium is very prone to oxidize and it is required to remove the 
impure layer from the foil surface otherwise no bond will occur. Grinding the cut edges might 
be useful to decrease the probability of severe edge cracking. Before grinding, both metals 
are cleaned by a cotton tissue and acetone then dried to remove the finger prints. Silicon 
carbide grinding papers with 1000 and 600 mesh were used for nickel and titanium strips, 
respectively. Afterwards, they are to be cleaned like before or by ultrasonic in acetone and 
then they must be processed immediately. 
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IN rectangular OAB: OB = OA – (final thickness/2) = 35.8 – (0.0.24/2) = 35.68 mm 
OA2 = OB2 + AB2 => AB = √35.8ଶ െ 35.68ଶ = 2.93 mm = ݈݁݊݃ݐ݄	݋݂	ݐ݄݁	ݏݐݎ݅݌	݌ܽݏݏ݁݀ 
Time of deformation = ௟௘௡௚௧௛	௢௙	௧௛௘	௦௧௥௜௣	௣௔௦௦௘ௗ௖௜௥௖௨௠௙௘௥௘௡௧௜௔௟	௥௢௟௟	௩௘௟௢௖௜௧௬ = 
ଶ.ଽଷ
଻ହ  = 0.04s 
Strain level in one cycle of ARB = ଶ√ଷ	ln
௧
௧଴ ൌ	1.154*ln
଴.ଶସ
଴.ଶସ∗ଶ = 0.8 
Strain rate = ε˙ = 0.8/0.04 = 20 s-1 
This is an average rate because final foil has a thickness range between 0.2 mm to 0.28 mm. 
 
 
Appendix D: load calculation for DB process 
Equation (5)          P= ࡲ࡭  => F= 10*(π*r2) = 10*(3.14*52) = 785 N 
 
 
Appendix E: An example of plain strain within a brass strip 
As the material used for this research was expensive so some practices were done by other 
cheap materials to gain experience. 
Rolling conditions could be adapted with compression rules. The following mentioned 
equations have been extracted from reference [21]. 
Reduction area= A= 
஺ሺ௜ିଵሻି஺௜
஺ሺ௜ିଵሻ *100, Engineering strain= e= 
௧ሺ௜ିଵሻି௧௜
௧ሺ௜ିଵሻ   
True strain= ε= ln௧ሺ௜ିଵሻ௧௜  and von Mises criterion: ε= 
ଶ
√ଷ ε3 
In those equations the variable is the thickness of the strips instead of their length because in 
the plain rolling condition the strain in the width condition, ε2, is zero i.e. plain strain [21]. 
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Table 16 – Sequence of 9 R&C cycles and strain in each cycle 
Condition 
Number of 
gear teeth 
Width 
(average of 3 
points in mm) 
Thickness 
(average of 3 
points in mm) 
Reduction 
area 
True 
strain 
Engineering 
strain 
von Mises 
criterion 
Primary Base 24.65 2.10 - - - - 
1st reduction 16 teeth 24.67 1.72 0.180 0.200 0.181 0.230 
2nd reduction 16 teeth 24.73 1.33 0.224 0.257 0.227 0.297 
3rd reduction 16 teeth 24.93 0.88 0.333 0.413 0.338 0.477 
4th reduction 16 teeth 25.32 0.57 0.342 0.434 0.352 0.501 
5th reduction 2 teeth 25.43 0.37 0.348 0.432 0.351 0.499 
6th reduction 1 tooth 25.60 0.33 0.102 0.114 0.108 0.132 
7th reduction 1 tooth 25.65 0.28 0.150 0.164 0.151 0.190 
8th reduction 1 tooth 25.75 0.25 0.104 0.113 0.107 0.131 
9th reduction 1 tooth 25.88 0.23* 0.075 0.083 0.080 0.096 
 * means that in this thickness the gap between the roll mills is closed tightly. 
 
 
Appendix F: a sort of justification of results presented in Table 8 
Another method to ensure the correctness of calculating root presented in table 8 could 
be in the following; 
Thickness of primary batch = 0.325 mm 
Thickness of the multilayer after 15 cycles = 0.240 mm (measured) 
Number of couples after 15 cycles = 16384 
An imaginary stack composed of 16384 of primary couple = 16384*0.325 = 5324.8 mm  
The strain to have a foil of 0.24 mm from a stack of 5324.8 mm thick = ln (5324.8/0.24)= 10 
That value is similar to the value presented in the last column and raw of table 8. 
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Appendix G: 
Equations 6 to 8 have been extracted from reference [14], the Gibbs free energy of 
formation of three intended intermetallic phases between 627 ºC and 927 ºC is in the 
following; 
Equation (6)          ΔfGºTiNi = -41.6 - 0.2329T (kJ/mol)  
Equation 7)          ΔfGºTi2Ni = -28.32 - 0.3669T (kJ/mol) 
Equation(8)        ΔfGºTiNi3 = -32.2 - 0.4709T (kJ/mol) 
Another paper [40] gives other values in the equations of free energy of formation of 
the three intermetallic compounds which are mentioned in equations 9 to 11.  
Equation (9)          G(TiNi)= -54600+18.133T(J/mol)  
Equation (10)         G(TiNi3)= -55585+15.962T(J/mol) 
Equation (11)        G(Ti2Ni)= -49120+17.208T(J/mol) 
It should be mentioned that all the above mentioned results belong to the equilibrium 
conditions so the real values of any experiment done under non equilibrium conditions would 
differ from those values. 
 
Appendix H: 
Here, it is tried to evaluate that value through level rule; 
SEM/EDS gave the weight percentage of the Ni in that region = 9.51wt% 
According to the equilibrium diagram: %Ti2Ni = 
ଽ.ହଵିଵ
ଷ଻.଼ିଵ = 23% 
The calculated value is almost close to 26% given by the software of SEM. 
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Appendix I: Results of the hardness measurements 
Table 17 – Microhardness results from the primary material to the 4 cycle 
Place of indentation HV 0.01 Place of indentation HV 0.05 
Primary materials 
Pure Ni foil 150±3 Pure Ni foil 136±2 
Pure Ti foil 152±4 Pure Ti foil 150±6 
1st cycle of ARB includes 4 layers 
Ni layer on surface 242±4 Ni layer at top 272±2 
Ni layer in middle 220±4 Ni layer in middle 243±10 
Ti layer in middle 207±13 Ti layer in middle 222±4 
Ti layer at bottom 207±3 Ti layer at bottom 213±2 
1st interface of Ni/Ti 249±5 1st interface of Ni/Ti 252±6 
3rd interface of Ni/Ti 261±9 3rd interface of Ni/Ti 251±4 
1st cycle of ARB includes 4 layers – hardness of the interfaces 
1st interface of Ni-Ti 249±5 1st interface of Ni-Ti 252±6 
3rd interface of Ni-Ti 261±8 3rd interface of Ni-Ti 251±4 
4 cycles of ARB (as rolled) includes 32 layers – test position thickness = 170 µm 
Almost 35 µm from 
surface 258±13 Almost 35 µm from surface 283±2 
Almost 85 µm from 
surface 247±5 Almost 85 µm from surface 272±5 
Almost 135 µm from 
surface 249±10 
Almost 135 µm from 
surface 276±2 
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Table 18 - Microhardness results of the samples experianced intermediate annealing 
Place of indentation HV 0.01 Place of indentation HV 0.05 
1st interval annealing after 4 cycles of ARB - includes 32 layers – test position thickness = 150 µm 
This load could cover neither all the phases nor just one 
phase and results had large differences e.g. a 
difference of 115HV was observed. 
Almost 25 µm from surface 280±5 
Almost 75 µm from surface 286±29 
Almost 125 µm from 
surface 266±17 
6 cycles after 1st interval annealing includes 1024 layers – test position thickness = 300 µm 
Phase’s distribution is not homogeneous. Almost 40 µm from surface 304±15 
Grayish phase 222±9 Almost 150 µm from surface 285±9 
Probably Ni layer 294±7 Almost 250 µm from surface 315±18 
*2nd interval annealing after 10 cycles of ARB - includes 1024 layers – test position thickness = 150 µm 
Phase’s distribution is not homogeneous. Almost 25 µm from surface 316±24 
Matrix 289±10 Almost 75 µm from surface 330±22 
White phase 608±46 Almost 125 µm from surface 331±5 
1st cycle after 2nd interval annealing includes 2048 layers (exploded sample) – test position thickness = 285 
µm 
Phase’s distribution is not homogeneous and it is not 
possible to indent in one point that includes all phases. 
Almost 40 µm from surface 403±22 
Almost 140 µm from 
surface 429±27 
Almost 240 µm from 
surface 421±24 
Matrix 386±8 Matrix phase 335±25 
White phase 661±130 White phase - probably TiNi3 
589±53 
1st cycle after 2nd interval annealing includes 2048 layers (exploded sample) – test position thickness = 285 
µm 
Place of indentation HV 0.1 
Matrix excluding white phase 426±12 
Matrix including white phase 449±8 
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Table 19 - Microhardness results of the as-rolled strips rolled upto 15 cycles 
Place of indentation HV 0.01 Place of indentation HV 0.05 
10 cycles of ARB (as rolled) includes 1024 layers – test position thickness = 265 µm 
Almost 60 µm from surface 296±15 Almost 40 µm from surface 325±9 
Almost 120 µm from 
surface 289±10 
Almost 130 µm from 
surface 315±5 
Almost 180 µm from 
surface 292±6 
Almost 220 µm from 
surface 335±20 
Almost 230 µm from 
surface 297±32 - - 
Ti layer 299±0 - - 
Ni layer 282±11 - - 
12 cycles of ARB (as rolled) includes 4096 layers – test position thickness = 280&290 µm 
Almost 40 µm from surface 314±18 Almost 40 µm from surface 330±6 
Almost 100 µm from 
surface 326±13 
Almost 100 µm from 
surface 341±9 
Almost 170 µm from 
surface 307±6 
Almost 170 µm from 
surface 339±9 
Almost 250 µm from 
surface 293±21 
Almost 250 µm from 
surface 341±9 
14 cycles of ARB (as rolled) includes 16384 layers 
Different positions 415±15 Different positions 438±32 
15 cycles of ARB (as rolled) includes 32768 layers – test position thickness = 240 µm 
Almost 40 µm from surface 484±0.4 Almost 40 µm from surface 516±16 
Almost 80 µm from surface 465±41 Almost 120 µm from surface 460±15 
Almost 120 µm from 
surface 464±20 
Almost 200 µm from 
surface 469±24 
Almost 160 µm from 
surface 450±11 - - 
Almost 200 µm from 
surface 450±11 - - 
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Table 20 - Microhardness results of the phases and interfaces of the joints 
Place of indentation Values in HV 0.01 
1st joint between Nitinol and Ti6Al4V at 800 ºC / 10 MPa / 1h with 10 cycles R&C processed 
Base-Ti6Al4V 296±6 
Interface (Ti2Ni) 480±52 
TiNi 317±23 
TiNI 315±17 
Ti2Ni 524±14 
TiNi3 726±40 
Interface without dark points 310±11 
Interface including dark points 295±21 
Nitinol 267±13 
Place of indentation HV 0.1 
Matrix including all phases 295±36 
2nd joint between Nitinol and Ti6Al4V at 700 ºC / 10 MPa / 1h with 10 cycles R&C processed 
Base-Ti6Al4V 296±12 
Interface affected by TiNi3 and adjacent region 372±97 
Interface not affected by adjacent region 336±40 
TiNi 297±9 
TiNi2 507±0 
TiNi3 containing pure Ni 508±23 
Interface 307±23 
Nitinol 267±5 
Place of indentation HV 0.1 
Matrix including all phases 353±24 
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Table 21 – Macrohardness results of the joints and raw material 
Macrohardness – HV1 
 Ti6Al4V Foil Nitinol 
1st joint 274±5 186±10 235±5 
2nd joint - 289±13 - 
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